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in a live version of this session i will present decimator drums to you. since decimator drums was created in cooperation with audio imperia, i will have all rights to the instruments and the mixing board to demonstrate the possibilities of the library and the sound design process behind decimator drums. i will also try to fit the potential of decimator drums to my own workflow and my favourite tools in the mix. i will use ableton live for the live part of the session and the mixing will be done with my custom built multi-outboard mixer. the list of equipment is
the following: mixing board: logic by lexicon power amplifier: la-24 with blues driver preamp: rockford fosgate uc-50 and 700c preamp alesis custom 30 mkii 18 speaker system samples: keysound kst-4060, roland td-25, korg ms2000, soundilator 2, wav. i will play through an alesis custom 30 mkii 18 sound card and will use our own custom built multi-outboard mixer with a pultec eq, 7 band parametric eq, bricasti compressor, reducer, and a new custom limiter built by me. i will use my favorite eqs from fabfilter and will use waves plugins. we will use our

own custom designed software synthesizer. vocal: 2-mic method, mainly kaval-m mic note: when using the kaval-m we will use the tl07-r mic preamp. so make sure you are using the same mic preamp as the kaval-m. in the case of games that use exclusively the battle.net format of online play, such as starcraft ii, the game has a far larger range of official content that can be played, from amateur to competitive play and everything in between. at the top of this range, we have the professional starcraft ii leagues, of which the most well-known are the
blizzard entertainment-organized world championship series, the sony playstation sponsored gsl (grandslam), the korean-organized gsl (grandslam), and the european wcs (world championship series). additional competitions are occasionally organized by the game's mod teams, which maintain a wide variety of maps, units, and gametypes, and are generally open to anyone.
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the yang dream team is also active in the western music scene, organizing events and guesting in others across europe. its very popular and well-known among western starcraft players and related enthusiasts, and the members of the group even have a very distinctive look. although it is not (yet) officially recognized as an official blizzard-sponsored
team, it seems that they are as much recognized as the later korean fmee team, blizzard's official team. [13] despite the fact that i primarily prefer buying music for trailers and loops that are designed to be percussive, i really like the concept of starcraft music and the ease of designing music for it. after each patch of starcraft, i immediately started to use

the custom starcraft sounds to generate grooves that i can play around with later. of course, it'd be nice if audio imperia would work with starcraft patch series, but i don't think thats too much to ask. i enjoy composing cinematic trailers a great deal, and i knew that i needed to slow down some of my beats if i wanted to get the beats to work in an
especially wide tempo range. this is one of the reasons why i work better with tempo free music. as long as i keep the music tempo free, the loops dont get sluggish no matter how much i stretch them. many people wrote me to say that they felt the tempo gets dragged down by using trackers and tempo reducing plugins. this is true if you use these

plugins only with a set tempo and dont let them stretch your track freely, which is of course not a good idea. 5ec8ef588b
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